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1. ISTRODU~TI~N 
In a very recent paper, L. Colzani [2] studied the problem of monotone 
approximation of a function by its Fejer means. Of course, the approxima- 
tion is monotone in L2( T), but he proved that this is no !onger true in 
C( Tj. Nevertheless, there is a good contrb, -1 of the oscillations of !-his 
approximation. 
In this paper we show that it is hopeless to find a monotone approxima- 
tion in C(P) whatever is the approximate unit we can use and we Frove 
that results similar to that for the Fejer means hold for a large class of 
approximate units. 
2. RESULTS 
If it’> 1, let Z” be the iattice of integer points of R.V and T’i= R”:Z-V 
the N-dimensional torus. Let us denote by B, indifferently, the Lebesgue 
space LP(P), 1 <p < -+x, or the space of continuous functions C(T”‘) 
and denote their norm by )I ii a; for convenience we identify T” with 
[A, y, 
Let us recall that an approximate unit (or summability kernel) is a 
family { K, } I E R - where 
(i) K, E L’(T’) and liK,!I : < M Vr; 
{ii) fr> K;(t) dt = 1 Vr > 0; 
(iii) for every E>O lim,,,, j,r.;Sc.IET., j&j)! dr=O. 
It is well known (see: e.g., [ 1. p. 3 11) that if T + 0 + 
!iK,*Jf-Jf!13-+0 
* Work partially- supported b; the Ita!ian M.P.I. 
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and obviously by the Plancherel theorem if lk’,(j)( 11 V’? then 
II& *f-f:!210. 
Now we show that if B = C( TV) this is never the case. Indeed for every 
given (KzjZcR- and for every pi > SI: > 0 there exists a function f such that 
II~,2*f-fii,> Ii&, *f-f;!=. 
This result follows from 
THEOREhl 1. Let K,, Kz E L’( T’), K, # Kz. Then there exist 
g, : g2 E C(T“) bi,ith il g, I/ X = )I gz (1 X = 1 such that 
I’(SO-KII * gll’x > li(6,-K2) * glllx 
ll~~,-~,~*~~ll,~ll~~~-~~~*~~ll?c~ 
where 6, is the unit mass in the origin. 
(2.1) 
(2.1’) 
Making some more assumptions about { KZ}lE R- and generalizing the 
methods of [2], we can give more relined results, which hold in particular 
for classical kernels. 
THEOREM 2. Let us suppose K, E L’( T”) and I?‘,(j) # 1 for ecerJ j # 0 
and for euery X. Then for et:ery B > 0 and E > 0 there exist x, 0 < r < p, and 
f E C( T”) such that 
'If-K,*f'l1,>(2-~jIlf--~*flls. (2.2) 
THEOREM 3. With the same Ilypotheses as in Theorem 2, for ecety fi 3 0 
let US set A~=suP,~~ ilK,I(,. Then there exist qfi, tis: RT -+ R+ with 
lim X-Oqp(~)=O, $a(z)a1, limsup,,,$8(r)<l+Ag, such that z$feB 
anda<fi 
If-K, *fllBG<~(,~) 2”-1;P’{1+Ag+~B(~):‘2’p--‘Ilf-K~$fJIB. (2.3) 
3. PROOFS 
Proof qf Theorem 1. Let a>0 be such that if EE r”, /El <CT (jEl is the 
Lebesgue measure of E), 
JEIKi(t)ldt<&, i=l,2. (3.1) 
MONOTONE CONVERGENCE ;3g 
Since jr, IK, (t) - K3 (tfl nt #OF there exist a sphere S = S(t,, p) with raditus 
p < Ii f&/2 and I.‘$! < (r:2,” and a function C,D E Cc, r-‘.) with support in S SXI? 
that 
1 
;14711 r =-9 
2 
[ (K,(.;)-K7itjj~(!jLSt=u”l :~s.ej 
“S 
where a is a reai positive number. 
If 
with b > 0. 
Let us iake r, 0 < r < imin(a, 1: t,(l - 2~) such that for every r, jl rj’ < Y; 
Let $ E C(T-‘) be a non-negative function with support in SjO, r] such tha: 
Z,+(O) = 1: !i$i: x = 1: and 
!Ki * t,!/(t)\ <$ Q~E TV:, t= I: 2. (3.11 
Let ils set now 
gj(t)=$(t)+(-)‘q(:). i=l.2. 
my construction, we obviously have I! giii ~ = 1 and 
i(‘,-K,)*~~(0)~=~~+jsK,(;)~(t)er-Ki * ~$(O) i 
Moreover, if ‘itli > r, by (3.1) we have 
1(6,-Kz)*gl(!)l<~f~i~=~ i3.6; 
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In the case (j~l( < r we have 
and, by (3.3) and (3.4), 
Because 0 < 1+9(t) < 1 and 171 < & we have, for l/t!\ Q r, 
I(&-Kzj * g1jt)l< I1 +i:I +;. (3.7) 
Then by (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) it follows that g, verifies (2.1). 
In the same way it can be proved that g, verifies (2.1’). 
For the sequel we need the following 
LEM,MA. Given the same hypotheses as in Theorem 2: 
(f-G*fjA =@z.j(f-q7*f)^: (3.8) 
ti.here cDx, p is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a Bore1 measure vz.p cf the 
form 
I’~,p=~0-K+A.p (3.9) 
with ~J,u,,~l! M -+ 0 ij” x -+ 0+ for eoery p > 0, where 1) I( 1M is the usual total 
cariation. of the measure. 
ProoJ: We have 
where for every j # 0 
MONOTONE CONVERGENCE j‘$$ 
Because ( I- &(j)):‘( I- kb( j)) is bounded, @z.;7 =i,., and the mea~ilre 
I. .FY./3 in (3.9) is such that 
j- R ps.8 = j$ .A 
l-f?-,’ 
Then ::u,J 2 -+O if x.+0+ for every ,b>O. Since i;.~,.~i1191;.~,.,;;r the
Lemma is proved. 
Pro@ cf Theorem 2. Let E > 0. By (3.9) and k’,(Oj = 1 we have for every 
fi>o 
lim jl~,~i;.~~>2-~. 
x+0 2 
(3.ICj 
Then for :! small enpugh there exists a continuous function g ~8% 
:: g;’ r = 1 such that 
and g can 5e chosen 
since 
Yz$ * g(0) > 2 - E. 
with $(O)=O because of (iii). 
1 = 1-t c &(A lj l-R,(j) \ 1 -X,(j):* f -r (3 J ’ f 
there exists a Bore1 measure ,tip such that .iia = I:( 1 - &) for j # 0. This 
implies that there exists a continuous function f such that 
F 8 J; = - 
l-I?-, 
if j f 0. 
For such a function f we have 
f- h=E * f= g 
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Then (2.3) holds with tip (x) = 1 in the case B = I,‘( TV) or B = C( T’j. 
If B = L2( TJV) then since 
Il.f- K * fli: = c If( * . 
‘1-~~(jjj2.,l_~~(j),2 
.l -&(jjl 
we have 
Obviously, tip(z) satisfies the hypotheses in the statement. 
By interpolation we get (2.3). 
4. REMARKS 
1. Theorem 1 is trivial if there exist jlt jz such that 
/I -R,ij,)l> ll-k2(jl)l: !1 -Rl(j2jl -c I1 -R,(j,jl. 
2. The proofs of Theorem 2 and the lemma show that the hypothesis 
K, E L2( P) (3 E R + ) is only used to prove that for every /I > 0 the function 
l/11 - &) is a Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a Bore1 measure, for j # 0. 
Then Theorems 2 and 3 hold in many other situations. 
3. Usually, Ilk; )I I = 1 for every 2. In this case A, = 1. If moreover 
kz (j) t 1 if x + 0 + for every j, then Theorem 3 has a more appealing form. 
Indeed (2.3 ) becomes 
4. We have already observed that Theorems 2 and 3 hold for the 
classical kernels: Fejer, Poisson, Gauss. Moreover it is possible to apply 
these theorems to other cases, such as the kernels K, studied in [3], where 
&(n) = l/(1 + aP(~z)), and P is a suitable homogeneous polynomial of 
degree k, when k > X/2, that is the more important case for the applications. 
5. It is worth mentioning that for the Gausssweierstrass kernel in R 
there is monotone convergence for the class of convex functions [l; 
p, 1541. This suggests that Theorem 2 may be no longer true for particular 
kernels if we restrict ourselves to suitable subclasses of C(YV). 
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